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To find cancer early, healthy people should have some medical tests even
if they do not have any symptoms of a disease. A mammogram will find a
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The American Cancer Society says that you need
to have a mammogram every year if you are age 40
and older.
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WHAT IS IT LIKE TO GET A MAMMOGRAM?
• Are x‑rays safe?
Over the past 20 years mammography has improved a
great deal. Today the level of radiation is very low and
not harmful.

• Does it hurt?

The machine must press the breast to get a good picture.
Some women think it is a “tight squeeze” and may be
slightly uncomfortable, but it lasts less than “30 seconds.”

• Is it embarrassing?

Not at all. You stand beside the machine, and a trained nurse
helps put your breast on a plastic plate. A second piece of
plastic is placed on top and for a few seconds, the breast is
flattened a bit to get a clear picture.
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IS IT LIKE TO GET A MAMMOGRAM?
•WHAT
Is it expensive?

A mammogram can cost from about $50 to $250. Your
health insurance may cover this. Check it out. If cost is a
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for women 65 years and older. The American Cancer
Society can give you information about free and low-cost
• Does
it hurt? Call 1‑800‑ACS‑2345.
mammograms.
The machine must press the breast to get a good picture. Some women
think it is a “tight squeeze” and may be slightly uncomfortable, but it
lasts less than “30 seconds.”

• Where can I get a mammogram?

If you have a doctor, ask him or her where you can get a
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mammogram.
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finding
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American Cancer Society at 1‑800‑ACS‑2345.

• What happens if I find breast cancer?

Most lumps are not cancer, so your doctor will do a test to
see if the lump is cancer or not. If it is cancer, your doctor
will talk to you about how to treat it. Remember that if
breast cancer is found early the woman has more cancer
treatment options. The American Cancer Society can
give you more information and can also put you in touch
with the other women who have had breast cancer. Call
1‑800‑ACS‑2345.
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• Is itisexpensive?
Why
it important for me to get a Mammogram?

A mammogram can cost from about $50 to $250. Your health insurance
may cover this. Check it out. If cost is a concern, low cost and free
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More than half of all breast cancer occur in women over 50.
1‑800‑ACS‑2345.

√ Most women with breast cancer have no history of it in
their family.
• Where
can I get a mammogram?

If you have a doctor, ask him or her where you can get a mammogram.
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mammograms. To get help in finding a place to get a quality
√ offer
Getting
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mammogram, call Your American Cancer Society at 1‑800‑ACS‑2345.

√ Having a mammogram once a year helps give you peace
of mind.
• What happens if I find breast cancer?

Most lumps are not cancer, so your doctor will do a test to see if the
lump is cancer or not. If it is cancer, your doctor will talk to you about
how to treat it. Remember that if breast cancer is found early the woman
has more cancer treatment options. The American Cancer Society can
You
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Finding breast cancer early can save your life!
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Why
is it important for me to get a Mammogram?
Glossary

cells ‑breast
the cancer
smallest
division
our
√ Finding
early can
save youroflife.

body
√ As
you ‑gettoolder,
your risk
of breast cancer
increases. More than half of all
cure
remove
a disease
by treatment
breast cancer occur in women over 50.
detection ‑ to discover a disease
√ Most women with breast cancer have no history of it in their family.
diagnosis ‑ to find the cause by studying the
√ Early detection often means less surgery.
symptoms
√ Getting a mammogram is easier than you think.
guideline ‑ recommendation for having a specific test
√ Having a mammogram once a year helps give you peace of mind.
medical ‑ connected with medicine or doctors
prevention ‑ to keep a disease from occurring
radiation ‑ to emit rays from a point or surface, as heat
or light
symptoms ‑ any evidence of a disease
You should begin to get yearly mammograms
by the time you are 40.
Finding breast cancer early can save your life!
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Glossary
cells ‑ the smallest division of our body
cure ‑ to remove a disease by treatment
detection ‑ to discover a disease
diagnosis ‑ to find the cause by studying the symptoms
guideline ‑ recommendation for having a specific test
medical ‑ connected with medicine or doctors
prevention ‑ to keep a disease from occurring
radiation ‑ to emit rays from a point or surface, as heat or light
symptoms ‑ any evidence of a disease
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